Autumn 2 2020

Music / Charanga

Year 1

The children will be using Charanga. They will
sing and play resonator bells and untuned
instruments.
Unit 2: Rhythm In The Way We Walk And The
Banana Rap
Style: Reggae

- Place value
- Number bonds
- Order and comparing
- Addition and subtraction
- 2D and 3D shapes

Computing

Discovery RE

Jigsaw - Celebrating
Difference
- Similarities and differences between
people
- Making new friends
- Anti bullying

Thorpepark 50
4: run though leaves
13: play around in the rain

The children will be using iPads to create,
organise, store, manipulate and retrieve
digital content

Maths

Science
T o know the four seasons.
To know which months are in
each season.
To know the weather associated
with each season.

The children will be learning to
reflect on the Christmas story
and decide what gifts would be
meaningful for Jesus.

To know which is the hottest and
coldest season.
To know day length varies.

To use technology safely and
respectably.

Seasons
Geography - Weather
Human fact- Weather can impact on human
health. People feel better when it is warmer and
experience more colds and flu type illnesses when it is
colder. Humans have to adapt for different weather
types, clothing, housing, exercise, fluid intake and diet.
Location fact – Different countries around the world
experience different types of weather. Not all countries
have seasons. Crops are grown in different countries
depending on the weather.
Statistical fact- The amount of daylight hours and
sunlight is higher in summer the and in winter. Rain falls
all year round in Britain but some months have more
rainfall that others. Britain has four seasons and is
warmer in Summer and colder in Winter.
Physical fact – Weather is the day-to-day or hour-tohour change in the atmosphere. Weather includes wind,
lightning, storms, hurricanes, tornadoes, rain, hail, snow,
and lots more. Energy from the Sun affects the weather.
Climate tells us what kinds of weather usually happen in
an area at different times of the year.

In English we will be reading...
Leaf Man
by Lois Ehlert

I Want My Hat Back
by Jon Klassen

Is it always dull in Hull?

Geography - Weather and UK

To know...
The capital of England is London
The capital city of Wales is Cardiff
The capital city of Scotland is Edinburgh
The capital of Northern Ireland is Belfast

Art - Kadinsky
- Painting
- Pattern
- Line
- Mood board

The Jolly Christmas Postman
by Allan Ahlberg

